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This report is remarkable for its reasonableness, and
represents a sincere attempt to understand the natives* view-
point. According to M. Savoie, in his history of the colony,
it was vehemently denied that the revolts had anything to
do with the colonists taking native women. The colonists
claimed that the natives were only too pleased to exchange
their wives for suitable presents—pipes9 tomahawks and
such welcome trifles. It was apparently the accepted thing
for the colonist to support most of the woman's relatives to
a certain degree at least, and the natives were said to enjoy
the prestige of being admitted to the 'foyer' of the white
colonist—whether he was free colonist, sforeat,' £relegue* or
c liber e' did not make much difference.
Clovis Savoie believes that one of the main factors in
precipitating the revolt was the trespassing by the cattle-
owners on the native fields. In the year preceding the revolt
in 1877 there had been a great drought, and the beef-raisers
lost many head of cattle. Accordingly, Governor de Pritzbuer
granted the leading station owners a 'droit de pereage,' that
is, the right to graze cattle on the penal reserves which had
been handed over to the natives. The cattle-raisers had to
pay a nominal charge of 50 centimes per head per annum.
The whites abused their privileges, allowing their cattle to
wander wherever they liked, destroying the natives* taro
and igname beds, wrecking the irrigation channels constructed
with such painstaking care, and generally wreaking havoc
among the tribes. Among other places, the cattle invaded the
whole of the vaUey of La Foa which was at that time thickly
populated by tribes. The natives complained bitterly about
these depredations, but no one listened to their protests, and
so they decided to take the law into their own hands.
The great war chief Atai, described as a native of great
intelligence and authority, organized his people for a war
of extermination against the whites—and nearly succeeded.
La Nouvelle Calidonie concluded its summary of main
causes for the revolt in the following terms : *It is quite
possible that there were other contributing factors, but this
(allowing the cattle to ravage the plantations) is the main

